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1. Call to Order.

Mayor Dziekan called the meeting to order at 6:00 PM.

2. Pledge of Allegiance.

Mayor Dziekan led the Pledge of Allegiance.

3. Roll Call

The Board of Aldermen / Alderwomen members present were Thomas Donofrio, Bev Moran, Joseph DiMartino, Evelyn

Browning, Charles Sampson, Louis Oliwa, Ronald Sill and Jim DiMartino. Barbara DeGennaro was absent.

4. Public Portion and 5. Public Hearing: on the lease of municipal real estate, consisting of a portion of the

property identified as Map 9-6, Lot 2 and commonly known as the entrance area to the Derby High School for

the construction, ownership, operation, and maintenance of a water tank prior to final approval of such lease.

Mayor Dziekan asked if anyone wished to speak. 

Attorney Cava – Southbury Road, Roxbury 

On a nice night like this I want to be as brief as I can. Look, I know when you are on the Board of Aldermen you have 

issues (inaudible) that you are trying to address and sometimes what happens though is that you can get caught up in 

an application or situation like this one and not look at the fine points and how it a how it appears to the public. I feel 

it’s very important because you have a charter and we have laws that require a certain degree of transparency in 

government and I think sometimes people don’t get a look at the same impression you do because they are looking at 

it from a different perspective. I just want to briefly say just remind you that this property was originally part of the 

Downs property. It was acquired in 1935 when the electors of this town voted 734 to 39 to purchase and issue bonds 

to fund it explicitly for park purposes. This was the height of the great depression. Things were not going well. People 

were out of work. People were desperate and yet the City of Derby decided to spend this money to buy this property 

because the welfare of the citizens was tied up in having good park land. Thank goodness they did. I don’t think there 

is a town in Connecticut that bought land for park that regrets it today because they couldn’t even come close to 

buying it today at cost and so I think that this is an important factor that’s the reason why it did and I’m just going to 

leave you with a couple a couple of those documents  that set that established that these are from your own records 

and it shows you how it was acquired and what was acquired and I just want to leave that up here for anyone who 

wishes to take a look at it. Now the way this started is you started it with negotiations with the Regional Water 

Authority. They went to acquire they‘ve been looking for a site for years for a water tank and you want a water tank 

because you want more water pressure and water pressure is obtained by the elevation from where the tank is to 

where the water is out (inaudible) being used so the higher you get the better. They looked at several sites and they 

looked at this one now. They want to put it on this site and that’s why we are here but you negotiated with them in 

early November ’18 you entered into an MOU a memorandum of understanding you basically made a deal with them 

on how the terms and the thing would be structured. It still needed some work. They had to get approval from zoning 

and other things. Properties had to be acquired. There were a variety of things that were part of it. You can’t just give 

away or sell or lease park land without replacing it with something under Connecticut law comparable property and 
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so that started the process down there however there is a problem and that’s that your Charter Section 22 requires 

any time you dispose of land whether it be by sale or lease you put it out to competitive bidding. Ok and the purpose of 

competitive bidding is that you maximize the return. Our Supreme Court, in a case called Spinello against Manchester, 

said that it’s a well established principal that municipal competitive bidding laws are enacted to guard against such 

evils as favoritism, fraud or corruption in the award of contracts to secure the best product at the lowest price as a 

benefit the taxpayers not the bidders so the courts say that what happens in these cases is that even if the town is 

acting in good faith and wants to obtain the best contract for the residents the court will step in and void the 

transaction and void the bidding process if there is an erosion of the integrity of the bidding statute and that means 

that if there is any favoritism if one party gets to negotiate exclusively with the city  at the start of the process and 

reach a deal with the city and investigate the property and get competitive advantages before you even put it to bid 

and 6 months later this hadn’t gone to bid they were  in front of the zoning commission and this hadn’t gone to bid 

hadn’t complied with the charter until we made a stink about it and called you on it. Ok and then you put it out for 

three weeks. You you drafted an RFP for an audience of one. There is only one party who could bid under that and be 

awarded the contract the way you drafted it. This isn’t competitive this is basically just gratifying the MOU and so the 

goal is to maximize the return you need a sufficient exposure to market and three weeks probably is it and since it was 

already drafted for one bidder probably not very fair to begin with no matter how long you put it on market probably 

because you are only going to get one bidder. This is also a terrible spot for this tank.  We presented this to the 

planning and zoning commission. I’d like to present you with copies. (Attached) Let’s see 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 people 

up there. Here you go and I’d like you to be aware this report id like you to review this report before any action on this 

because my client Sharlene McEvoy and she engaged Dr. Danzer, Steven Danzer, to do an investigation of property. 

Now he’s his doctorate is renewable natural resources studies. He’s a soil scientist. He’s a wetlands scientist and he’s 

an arborist a licensed arborist. He has all the criteria necessary to evaluate a property that is a wooded property that 

is part of a park.  Without you know spending a lot of time of this I want to tell you that he takes you through the 

issues of the fact that why this was acquired as public park and that this changed (inaudible) inconsistent with that. He 

will take you through your plan of conservation and development and why this violations your plan of conservation 

and development. The planning and zoning commission creates this plan and then we come back and we do things 

that don’t comply with it and don’t pay attention to it when it comes time to actually do (inaudible) so he’ll also take 

you through the ecological value of the land. The fact that it is a landscaped corridor from the portions of coon hollow 

park that are not developed that are mostly behind the high school and behind that area and that is where the wildlife 

was able to come through there through this piece of land. It’s the bridge to Osbornedale State Park it’s the way the 

fauna, the animal migrate and go back and forth and when you change the grades of the way your gonna do it and you 

change the tank add the tank and add the fences and parking lot and you add the most of the site is going to have a low 

fence. When you add all of that in there you have pretty much rendered this worthless for the animal that need to use 

it to traverse and that’s going to eliminate habitat. You are going to remove most of the trees on this property and as a 

result (inaudible) large trees there he goes through the natural resources and how this is going to be a problem for 

that and that’s why my client (inaudible) planning and zoning case to raise these environmental issues so this is really 

the wrong place to put it and the other thing he addresses in here is the fact that if you want a hydrologic place to put 

it there is a better place. There is an alternative place and that very place is a site off Silver Hill its right over the line 

into Ansonia. The advantage of that site is it has none of the nature resource putting a tank on that site which already 

has a tank has none of the natural resource impact of this site and it’s an elevation of 350 versus this site elevation of 

230. It’s a120 ft higher. 50 % more capacity for giving you water pressure. It is a much better site and it doesn’t have 

the same problems as this site and yet here the plan is to lease the site for that purpose that is why I think it’s wrong 

and that’s why I think you should not do it. I would really appreciate it that you review the report by Dr. Danzer to see 

why this is not really the place to put it. I know you are caught up in it and you want to get this and the fire department 

wants the water pressure and everything but if you were to develop the site off of silver hill you would have a lot 

better pressure situation according to Dr. Danzer. I appreciate your time this evening and I’m sorry I went on as long 

as I did.  

Mayor Dziekan asked if anyone else wished to speak. 

Carmen DiCenso – 7 Jeanetti Drive  

I was on the Board of Aldermen siting behind that table a few years ago when Regional Water came to us and wanted 

to put the water tank upon on top of Summit Street Hill better known to the Derby people as Telescope Mountain. We 

all thought at that time yes we definitely need the press. The fire department lost a house on Summit Street, a 3 family 
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house, because there was not enough pressure but the that site we didn’t like because it’s the highest point of the City 

of Derby on the West side and would be seen from RT 8 north and south. It was just not the right spot. We do have 

other water tanks in the City. There is a water tank here off of Strang Road and my house is 200 ft from that and I 

never see it. The water company said it’s going to put trees around the new site and before we go into this…this is the 

site this is the entrance to the Derby High School. Here’s the entrance to the tank. There is a house and I’m gonna say 

an 8th of a mile away 3 or 400 yards away. One house on the corner. I looked up the definition of a park on the internet 

got that thing today that’s great. A bunch of people gather, a place of recreation a place where people can picnic. I’m 68 

years old, I’ve lived in Derby my entire life. The only people years ago were public works had an old picnic bench up 

there so they could walk across the street and have their lunch. I have never seen anyone picnic there. I never seen 

anyone on a lounge chair relaxing there. You want to talk about a park, 50 feet away across the street we have 360 

acres of a park. I don’t think this is a park.  It is an over vegetated over grown piece of property that has been 

abandoned since its inception and nobody has used. The city is in dire need for water pressure. The Regional Water is 

also going to build us a parking lot that is needed in that area now that we have our new Payden Field House and it’s 

going to be used for different things that are going to be rented out there. Regional Water is also going to be giving us 

open land on Lombardi Drive. So anything that they are using they are giving back to us, plus. As for the…Safety. This 

is the biggest problem here, we have a fire on Summit Street. We lost a 3 family house. Thank God nobody got killed. 

Fire truck did damage a few cars on the way up cause there is a very narrow road but everybody was fine. We have 

Griffin Hospital, Derby High School, Middle School, the brand new sports complex, Birmingham. They all need water 

pressure. The firemen will tell you, the chief is here, he’ll tell you that the pressure on the west side of Derby is not 

good. It would be a damn shame if we didn’t do this if there was a fire and we had a loss of life due to water pressure. 

And shame on anybody, anybody that opposes this for a tree. If you are going to compare a tree to a life or somebody’s 

home you should be ashamed of yourself. Thank you.  

Mayor Dziekan asked if anyone else wished to speak. 

Mr. Charmel – President and CEO of Griffin Hospital 

I want to speak in support of this. You heard earlier that originally this water tower was going to be placed on 

Telescope Mountain and there was opposition there were a number of reasons put forward. Back then I spoke in favor 

of it because frankly we are concerned. There was an incident a number of years ago now where a water main in 

Derby was severed and the hospital lost water pressure. And it was a very serious situation. It was probably one of the 

most frightening things that I’ve experienced in my 4 years at Griffin. You said well why, we’re talking about portable 

water couldn’t you just give them bottle water, but in a hospital operation water is a critical resource. So of course it 

provides, we have to fill our boilers with water to make steam to heat the building but it’s more than that. All of our 

sterilization in the hospital uses steam so if we don’t have water we can’t sterilize equipment.  Essentially, we can’t 

function. We are a vacuum system. You might know about suction. So a number of devices in the hospital work off 

suction. We actually use suction to remove secretions from patients. Our suction systems goes down if we lose water 

pressure so we are literally putting lives at risk. When the president of the Regional Water Authority, after that water 

main broke, the Regional Water Authority made a significant investment in upgrading the infrastructure in the City of 

Derby. The water line that came across the bridge was replaced as a result of that incident and a number of other 

improvements have been made and this was the last piece of it. You can have all the piping and valves in the world but 

if you don’t have water pressure it doesn’t function. I understand there is a process that you have to go through to 

consider all the alternatives to get input from the community, but I don’t want us to lose sight of the fact that residents 

of this City are being put at risk. Patients at Griffin Hospital are being put at risk. Everyday until we solve this problem 

and I think you’ve got a viable solution and I heard other alternative sites being proposed. I was here at the last 

hearing and the consultants of the Water Authority talked about a rigorous process they went through to look at all 

the alternative sites and methodology so the site that’s being proposed tonight was considered and it scored 

significantly lower than the site that is being proposed so my suggestion is that we move forward and eliminate this 

risk and I think we can all rest a lot easier if we solve this problem. I encourage you to approve it.  

Mayor Dziekan asked if anyone else wished to speak. 

Rose Garvrilovic of Regional Water Authority 
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I quickly would like to state that I think Mr. DiCenso and Mr. Charmel have kind of summarized the need for the tank 

here in Derby. I would just like to say that from Region Water’s perspective, we did start at telescope mountain and 

took a look at the entire area and we’ve spent a significant amount of time and effort to find the best site for the 

residents of Derby, the officials in Derby, the customers of Regional Water Authority and most importantly, the public 

health and safety of the community. We believe that this is the best site. we believe that for all of those reasons that 

were stated, for all the community concerns, we believe we have chosen the best site and we thank the commission for 

considering our application.  

Mayor Dziekan asked if anyone else wished to speak. 

Attorney Cava – Southbury Road, Roxbury  

I just have a few things I wanted to add. The property, the house over here, the Marinelli’s house is actually two 

houses. One right here and one right immediately next to it. Those two houses are not an 8th of a mile away. An 8th of a 

mile would be somewhere over here. They are not 400 yards or 300 yards away, that would be somewhere over here. 

They are about between 2 or 300 feet from the tank and they are much closer to the parking lot, they are 100 feet 

away from the parking lot. So that actually is not the case that it is a million miles away. Right here it looks at it. The 

trees being put on the site, in the winter these are deciduous trees. They are there already they lose there leaves they 

are going to line with trees over here and these trees are not going to be tall enough in a period of time that this lady is 

likely going to be alive to block that tanks view. They are not going to block the view. They are going to put a couple 

trees here by the parking lot the path of the deciduous doesn’t block (inaudible) anything to the house based on final 

grades. (Inaudible) When we say shame on anyone who opposes it, shame on the people that developed the town of 

Derby and put their hospital here and other things here if you didn’t have adequate water pressure. That’s who the 

shame is on. The shame is on the people that come to a town and build and don’t actually build in a place where they 

have no fear of losing their water. The final thing is, don’t value a tree over a life? The State of Connecticut already 

made that decision for you. The CT Environmental Policy Act says that when you have development versus nature, 

nature always wins. If there is a reasonable chance of a pollution, (inaudible) or obstruction of the natural resources 

you cannot develop. Development loses unless there is no feasible and proven alternative and there is a feasible and 

proven alternative here. Number one, I don’t know how much is actually going to be bid for this property because 

there has been talk of buy other things. When they buy 200 pieces of land that’s because you have to replace the park. 

That’s not something for the city. They’re just replacing the park land that you are giving away for 300 years. So that 

doesn’t count. The question is the parking lot. We don’t know how much that is going to cost or what the value is but 

this is fairly low value transaction and there are feasible and proven alternatives and there is a feasible and proven 

place to put the tank which is up off Silver Hill and why doesn’t that rate as high as this site, while this site has a whole 

lot of very modern water pipes across the street that service the middle school that you installed that they told you to 

install when you built the middle school.  Now we had the guy there the other night from the Board of Education 

where he said boy we ought to get paid back the half a million dollars we spent on putting those pipes in. We spent a 

half a million dollars putting those in and now the water company (inaudible) so they can use those pipes again that 

you paid for. So you paid for it once and now they are coming back and you are going to pay for it again. How many 

times is the City of Derby, when its facing a mill rate increase of 3 and a half to 6 mils, how many times is the City going 

to take nose dive on a piece of property and a transaction because they are told they need this water tank. They need a 

water tank but the one up on Silver Hill is going to produce a hell of a lot more pressure for the hospital’s cleaning and 

stuff and generation of steam than this tank on this proposal location on the park land. That is something you have to 

consider. This is just not going --once again are putting out city money and not getting much back.  

Mayor Dziekan asked if anyone else wished to speak. 

Rose Garvrilovic of Regional Water Authority 

I just wanted to clarify I’m not sure where exactly the site Mr. Cava is talking about on Silver Hill Road, but when it 

comes to hydraulics there is a too high and too low. If they are suggesting an elevation of 305 and we are looking for 

an elevation 277 for the overflow you can be blowing out pipes. So it is really bad to put a tank too high and it’s bad to 

put a tank too low. You can have no pressure or pressure can be too high. So elevation of 305 would not be good idea 

for the tank location and it would not be a good idea for the residents of Derby. The other thing I just wanted to 

mention when it comes to the environmental factors when we are looking at CEPA, there has been an environmental 
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review done on this site by the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection and the results were that there 

was no significant impact to the environment. That will be presented to the Planning and Zoning Commission as part 

of the application.   

Mayor Dziekan asked if anyone else wished to speak. 

Carmen DiCenso – 7 Jeanetti Drive 

I wanted to give Mr. Cava a little history and yes I am concerned about life and I don’t really care about a tree and I 

don’t care what the State of Connecticut says about a tree. I am more concerned about people’s lives. Griffin Hospital 

was built in 1909. So for him to say shame people to put a hospital where there is no water pressure is ludicrous. The 

park as he calls it, is the general civic, educational, school, and municipal purposes. I believe we are covered under 

civic and municipal purposes and I think the courts will tell us that.  

Mayor Dziekan asked three times if anyone else wished to speak. 

Motion to close the public portion / public hearing by Mr. Sill, Mr. Jim DiMartino seconded and the motion carried. 

5. Discussion and possible action on the lease of municipal real estate, consisting of a portion of the property

identified as Map 9-6, Lot 2 and commonly known as the entrance area to the Derby High School for the

construction, ownership, operation, and maintenance of a water tank prior to final approval of such lease.

Ms. Finn forwarded the only bid that was received to the Board. Mayor Dziekan opened the bid package from 

Regional Water Authority. The Board reviewed the proposal.  

Mr. Sampson motioned to accept the bid from Regional Water Authority with their MOU and the first amendment to 

the MOU and Mayor Dziekan sign all the appropriate documents within the scope of the RFP.  Ms. Browning seconded. 

Motion carried with all in favor.  

6. Adjournment

Mr. Sill motioned to adjourn at 6:36 PM, Mr. Sampson seconded and the motion carried.

Respectfully submitted, 

Terri Kuskowski 

These minutes are subject to the Board’s approval at their next scheduled meeting. 
























































